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ASSIGNMENT: Mood, Layout, Composition + Typography in Multiple Formats  
DEADLINE: WIP review: visual system + strategy; Thursday, Sept 27th   
  IN CLASS CRITIQUE:   All deliverables + strategies TBD (Tentative Oct 9th)  
  
DESCRIPTION: 
Drawing from our class discussions of visual hierarchy and composition in active space, you  
will be conceiving one visual system/mood board plus two layouts: (fit each on 8.5x11” paper)  

- 1 visual system/ mood board with typography, color + imagery selections 
- 1 Web page (800x600/landscape) plus one of the following:   

- Billboard (original size H 12’ x W 24’ – do not design in this size);   
- Subway (original size H 11” x W 28” – do not design in this size); or   
- Bus Shelter (original size H 69” x W 48” – do not design in this size)   

  
You will be using one of the provided headlines, ‘greek’ body copy and imagery to create a  
holistic composition in each of the two formats. You assignment is to consider and defend  
your use of space to create visual interest and allow a path for the eye to follow. You must  
also consider your medium and its inherent communication challenges and assets. Your  
work will be to manipulate your assets to complement your chosen format. Depending on  
the medium, you may need to add to or delete from your list of assets (imagery, body  
copy, etc). As the Art Director, this is your choice, as long as your finished product aptly  
conveys the brand benefits and necessary call to action for each medium. It is up to you to  
arrange the information in order of communication benefits.  
Examples of bus shelter and subway art can be found in your project folder on BlackBoard.  
  
BACKGROUND/ MINI-BRIEF:  
NAME OF CLIENT: Green Ink.  
Green Ink., the new Tattoo-Teahouse is a local startup targeting the 20-30-something  
urban market, spanning students and working professionals ‘with an edge’. While the front  
room is a café serving tea + light fare, this is also a house of body art where those  
interested can get henna or permanent tattoos and tattoo makeup in one of the treatment  
‘pods’ attached to the main lounge. Café patrons relax in a luxuriously metatative tea  
lounge while watching the tattoo artists create masterpieces. Café patrons may also opt to  
receive henna tattoos while they sit in the tea lounge.    
  
The ads will be running locally on the transit systems and in bus shelters near the Tea  
house. The web would introduce the new spot and be a primary information vehicle for the  
broader public.  
  
Direction thought starters (leverage the below or invent a new angle):   
Futuristic zen: edgy, asian, clean, airy, japanese modern, loungy  
Tattoo taboo: biker-bar kitch, tattoo-culture, betty paige sexy  
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Lines to leverage (or create your own):  
Sit, sip, skin.  
Tea time. With a twist.  
Ouch. Savour the moments.   
Chat, chew, tattoo.  
Green Ink. Tattoo Teahouse.  
Where being is bleeding—in color.  
A little pinch with your Sencha?  
Art for the body. Inside and out.  

  
DELIVERY:  
Your final output will be three .jpgs, plus one .doc. The web site should be landscape format, 
and the second should be in the appropriate format to convey the idea (landscape or portrait).  
There should also be a written explanation of your submission. ALL of the above will be  
submitted into the Digital Dropbox by 7 am the day due.   
Additionally, you will bring two copies of your ideas to class, one for group review and  
one to turn in. The one you submit to me should also have your statement attached  
(points will be deducted for work that is not stapled or paperclipped).  
  
GRADING:  
For this assignment, you will be evaluated on your chosen use of visual composition, scale  
and interest, as well as your ability to convey the conept. Your choice of typography will  
also be evaluated for its legibility and ability to convey the brand’s mood:    
(230 points total, 100 points for each layout, 30 for one shared visual system)  

20 pts — Visual interest  
20 pts — Typography choice  
20 pts — Typography layout  
20 pts — Creative statement   
20 pts — Creative execution (overall layout + composition, hierarchy)  

 
This is an assignment, and all grades will go toward your cumulative assignment grade.  
Assignments not turned in on the day due and in the manner requested above will decrease  
this assignment’s grade by 2 points per calendar day.  
  
RESOURCES:  
Type resources: adobe.com; emigre.com; fontshop.com; typography.com; houseind.com;  
philsfonts.com; http://cooltext.com/Fonts  
Image resources: flickr.com; tonystone.com; tattoo web sites, tea-houses/web sites, etc 
 


